
It has been extremely enlightening working with him. His clear insight and
logical approach has clarified a very irrational situation. His operational
expertise has made a forever lasting impact in our direction and approach;
he has aimed us in the correct direction for success. His ability to assess
our leadership and make corrections that we just overlooked has been a
tremendous asset.

Cerius brought us the right executive quickly and offered great support
through the assignment to the very end.

Both CFO and CIO had great backgrounds, great professional experience,
very easy to work with, no hand holding, very professional and really had a
goal and got it done.

Couldn’t be happier with where things are at. The Cerius Interim Executive
is providing clarity to all and everyone is asking to work with him. He is a
gem.

[The interim] was the right choice so we could make the tough change in
leadership. He helped us see the harsh realities of the state of the
company and he pointed us to the road of recovery.

The Cerius Interims were professional, diligent, and hard-working. They
were helpful in getting us through a difficult transition phase and I would
happily recommend them without reservation to any company in need of
help.

Talent gaps exist in every organization; however, the most difficult gaps to
cover are at the top management and executive levels. Cerius Executives
has helped our company close those gaps with interim leaders who have
sustained our rapid growth. I have been on both sides of the equation: I
worked as an interim executive and used an interim executive to help
accelerate our initiatives. Using Cerius Executives has resulted in our
company making better hires and achieving our initiatives much more
quickly.

Cerius was incredibly responsive and professional in this process, and they
provided flexibility in the way we managed the transition…I have
recommended Cerius to numerous CEOs with the same need. Cerius is a
strategic solution for key functions.

It was the best way to jump start our marketing activities – with the skills
and experience to be productive immediately. It was low risk. We had a lot
of flexibility because it was not an employee hire.
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